INTRODUCTION
The problem of the center for polynomial vector fields with an elementary singular point z* =(i+*) z+ } } } ,
is the subject of much work. One constructs (step-by-step) the Lyapunov function 8(z, zÄ )=zzÄ =. . . satisfying the equation (for *=0) 8 4 =v 3 |z| 4 + v 5 |z| 6 + } } } , where the coefficients v i (called the Poincare Lyapunov focus quantities) are polynomials of the coefficients of the right-hand-side of (1) . The theorem of Lyapunov and Poincare [11, 12] says that when *=0 and all v i =0 then 8 is an analytic function forming a first integral of the system (1) and the point z=0 is a center. This holds for germs of real analytic vector fields, where the condition for the center is given by the infinite series of equations *=v 1 = } } } =0. If we are dealing with polynomial vector fields of degree n then the center conditions are reduced to a finite number of equations. For the quadratic case n=2 they were given by article no. DE973260
Dulac [6] and Kapteyn [10] . For the cubic case n=3 the complete center conditions are not known.
Connected with the above is the problem of small amplitude limit cycles: find the maximal number M(n) of small limit cycles of the system (1) bifurcating from the origin when we start t vary the coefficients of the right-hand-side. For n=2, Bautin [3] has shown that M(2)=3. It is also known that M(3) 11 (see [19] ).
Let us note that the above problems are not necessarily real. After complexification the system (1) transforms to an analytic system in C 2 with eigenvalues +i and &i. This is 1 : &1 resonant singular point and the numbers v j become the coefficients before the resonant terms in its orbital normal form.
This was the way chosen by Dulac [6] . For the system x* =*x+A 1 x 2 +B 1 xy+Cy 2 , y* =&y+Dx 2 +A 2 xy+B 2 y 2 (2) he calculated the focus numbers (for *=1) using the Lyapunov function 8(x, y)=xy+ } } } satisfying the condition 8 4 = g 1 (xy) 2 + g 2 (xy) 3 + } } } . He obtained In other words the center variety (i.e. the set of systems with center) has 4 irreducible components.
One can extend Bautin's result to this case. The periodic trajectories in the real case form real ovals of complex solutions (Riemann surfaces) ,. They represent 1-dimensional cycles # on these surfaces. They are limit cycles when they are isolated. The latter property can be described in terms of the monodromy (or holonomy) map 2 # , induced by such a cycle. It is defined as follows. Definition 1. Take a small holomorphic disc D transversal to the solution , at a point p # #. If x # D then the loop # has a unique lift to the solution passing through x with x as its beginning and 2 # (x) as the end.
A cycle # is a limit cycle iff p is an isolated fixed point of any iteration 2 N # . Of course, we must identify cycles which lie on the same solution and are homotopic to one another.
With the singular point x* =x+ } } } , y* =&y+ } } } one can associate also another monodromy map. There are two (complex) analytic separatrices S and U passing through the origin, invariant stable and invariant unstable manifolds. Take a point p{(0, 0) in one of them (say in S) and a disc D S transversal to S. As above we define the holonomy map 2 S : D S Ä D S corresponding to a small loop # in S starting at p and surrounding the origin. Analogously we define 2 U :
The real Poincare return map can be interpreted as follows. Take a small disc D=[x= y, |x| <=] and a monodromy map 2 : D Ä D defined by means of a lift to the solution , passing through (x 0 , x 0 ) # D of the loop [x=x 0 e i% : 0 % 2?] in U. The center corresponds to the situation with 2#id and we obtain a holomorphic 1-parameter family of (nonhomologous to zero and small) cycles [# c ] (laying in different phase curves , c ) meeting D at two points: (x, x) and (&x+ } } } , &x+ } } } ). The cycles are parametrized by a ring, the quotient D*ÂZ 2 , D*=D" [0] . This picture can serve as the geometrical definition of a 1 : &1 resonant center.
The focus case corresponds to the situation when 0 is an isolated fixed point of the monodromy map 2. The order of the first non-zero term in the Taylor expansion of 2&id is the order of the focus.
The small limit cycles correspond to isolated periodic trajectories of 2 S . In the 1 : &1 resonance case we are interested in limit cycles which are small perturbations of the cycles # s =[(ze i% , ze &i% ): 0 % 2?] so the above periodic trajectories became fixed points of 2 S (outside S). After a local analytic change of coordinates we can assume that the separatrices form the coordinate axes S=[ y=0], U=[x=0] and we can parametrize D S by xy=const } y. Then from the results of Dulac [6] and from the radicality of the Bautin ideal, (i.e. the ideal generated by g 1 , g 2 , ..., see [17] ), using the arguments of Bautin [3] we get that there can be at most 3 limit cycles bifurcating from the origin after perturbation. We provide a proof of this in Appendix.
(Note that there are always two cycles at the separatrices, which are not taken into account by us. There can also be arbitrarily many limit cycles corresponding to periodic trajectories of 2 S with large period. That happens when the ratio of eigenvalues becomes a rational number with large denominator.)
The next natural generalization of the above theory is to consider the case of a polynomial vector field in C 2 with p : &q resonant elementary singular point
If p>0, q>0, ( p, q)=1, then we can repeat the above. The linear part has analytic first integral H 0 =x q y p (with the integrating factor M 0 =x q&1 y p&1 ) and we seek the conditions for the existence of an analytic first integral 8=H 0 + } } } . We get the equation We can also interpret the g i 's as the corresponding coefficients in the (formal and not orbital) normal form of the resonant saddle
In the orbital normal form the coefficients h i , which can be interpreted as the resonant non-isochronicity numbers, can be chosen equal to zero. If all g i =0 then the center is defined by the family # z = [(ze pi% , ze &iq% + } } } )] of cycles. (Note that the center is isochronous iff #x dt#const.) One can also consider the case of 1 : 0 resonance, i.e. the saddle-node, and the case with q<0<p, i.e. the node. In the case of a node we are in the Poincare domain (see [1] ) and there are two possibilities:
(i) p>1, |q| >1, ( p, q)=1 where the system is analytically linearizable with meromorphic first integral;
(ii) p=1 and there is only one resonant term in the normal form x* =x, y* = |q| y+ g 1 x |q| , with g 1 being a polynomial of the coefficients.
When there is a meromorphic first integral x~qy~p then each local solution y~=Cx~| q| , C # C* forms an analytic image of a punctured disc with a generator # c of its fundamental group. This is a family of cycles defining the center.
One can also easily associate certain family of cycles in the case of a saddle-node center (see the next section).
Because we consider only elementary singular points with resonance, the above cases are all which have to be taken into consideration. Now we can give the definition (coming from Dulac [6] ) of a resonant center or focus. This singular point is a resonant focus of order k iff there is a formal power series 8=x q y p + } } } with the property
The following natural questions arise: determine the center conditions and describe the mechanism leading to the local integrability, study the neighbourhood of the center variety by means of the Dulac ideal, find the number of small limit cycles (perturbations of the cycles appearing in the geometrical definition of center), study the isochronicity of centers.
Another question is the generalization of the above to non-elementary singular points. We discuss this subject in Section 4.
THE RESULTS
We classify our with respect to the kind of resonance p : &q and with respect to the degree n of the vector field
The natural quasi-homogeneous gradation of the coefficients A=(
2.1. The Node Case 1<p< &q Theorem 1. In this case there is always a center and no limit cycles appear after perturbations.
Proof. From the theory of normal forms (see [1] ) it follows that any analytic vector field x* =*x+ } } } , y* =+y+ } } } close enough to the vector field (3) is locally analytically linearizable x~* =*x~, y~* =+y~with the first integral x~& + y~* which is meromorphic for *= p, +=&q>0. If *Â+= pÂ|q|, then all cycles close to # c (from the defining family) are non-isolated. If *Â+{ pÂ|q|, then there are no such cycles. K Remark 2.1. With the change of the ratio *Â+ of eigenvalues there remain cycles at the separatrices. They become limit cycles for *Â+ not rational. However we do not take them into account by the above agreement.
2.2. The Node Case with p=1< &q Theorem 2. In this case there is only one focus number and the cyclicity of the center is 1.
Proof. We reduce the perturbed system to the local analytic normal form x~* =x~, y~* =( |q| +=) y~+ g 1 x~| q| and calculate the derivative of H 0 = y~x~& |q| :
From this the result follows. K Examples. The values of the first focus number g 1 are calculated for small values of |q| and n. We have g 1 =D 0 for |q| =1 and for the system x* =x+ } } } , y* = y+D 0 x+ } } } g 1 =D for |q| =2
where h is a polynomial of degree q&2 which is also quasi-homogeneous of degree q&2.
The center variety consists of only one component (D 0 =0 or D=0) for |q| =1, 2. It has two components (D=0 and h=0) for |q| =3, 4, n=2. It has at least two component for |q| >4, n=2.
We suppose that the polynomial h is irreducible for n=2 and all |q| >4.
Remark 2.2. There is the interesting question of finding the first integral. Can it be expressed in terms of elementary functions (i.e. elementary first integral) or can it be expressed by quadratures (i.e. Liouvillian first integral) or maybe we can express it by means of some special functions? In the case p= |q| =1, n=2 the change (x, y) Ä (x, u), u= yÂx gives the linear equation dxÂd:
3 ) with the Darboux Schwartz Christoffel integral
In other cases we cannot write down the formula for the first integral. The main reason is that the p : |q| resonant node is obtained from a general (non-integrable) polynomial system by squeezing some rational curve to a point in a process reverse to the desingularization.
The Saddle-Node Case p=1, q=0
Theorem 3. (a) Each case of a center corresponds to the situation with algebraic curve K(x, y)=0 (smooth at the center) consisting of non-isolated critical points. The center variety consists of n components, any one of which is characterized by the degree k of the curve K=0 and can be parametrized by the coefficients of the polynomial K and by the coefficients of a vector field of degree n&k (obtained by division of (3) by K and non-singular at the center).
(b) The cyclicity of any center from the k th component is k(2n&k), k=1, 2, ..., n.
Proof. The degenerate singular point x* =x+ } } } , y* = } } } has an analytic unstable manifold. It has also a center manifold but it can be nonanalytic (see [1] ). The system is formally equivalent to the following one
where g 0 = g 1 =0 and g 2 , g 3 , . . . are the focus numbers and the curve x~=0 is the formal center manifold. The center case corresponds to the situation with all g i =0, the existence of formal curve x~=0``consisting'' of critical points (or critical point is of infinite codimension). But the system is analytic and this formal curve must be analytic. So, the function K(x, y)=x~is a polynomial. After division we obtain a non-vanishing vector field with analytic first integral H= y+ } } } . The family of limit cycles defining the center are cycles in the punctured discs [H(x, y)=c, 0< |x~| <=] parametrized by c from a small disc. This gives the point (a).
(b) After perturbation there appear singular points with unstable separatrices containing limit cycles. The maximal number of such singular points is the cyclicity.
Lemma. Let the polynomials K=K k (x, y), R=R n&k (x, y), S= S n&k (x, y) of indicated degrees be such that K(0)=0, {K(0){0, (R, S)(0) {(0, 0). The maximal number of solutions x i (=) tending to 0 as = Ä 0 of the system of algebraic equations KR+=P=KS+=Q=0 with P=P n (x, y ; =), Q=Q n (x, y; =) polynomials of degree n with analytic coefficients is equal to
Proof. We can assume that K=x+ } } } , R=1+ } } } , Q(0)=0. From the first equation we have K=&=P+O(= 2 ). Thus P n S n&k &Q n r0 and because we are near the curve K=0 the needed points are approximately the solutions of the system of algebraic equations K k =P n S n&k &Q n =0. Now we apply Bezout's Theorem. K Example. For n=2 the first focus numbers are
and there are two cases of center [15, 17] ). For higher degrees it is not the case.
The Resonant Saddle 1 p<q
Assume that ( p, q)=1. Here we have only results for the quadratic case. They are not complete.
Theorem 4. Let n=2. The maximum codimension of a component of the center variety is 5 and the maximal cyclicity is 4.
We will prove this theorem in the next section. Here we stress the difference between this case and the 1 :&1 resonant case. In Dulac's case the maximal cyclicity of the quadratic center is 3 and each component of the center variety contains parameters (moduli) which are independent on affine changes of variables and time. The same holds also in all known cases of cubic centers (see [14, 18] ). In the p :&q resonant cases some systems with center are isolated in the space of orbits of the group of affine equivalences. An important problem is to find some general explanation of this phenomenon.
The first nontrivial case is the case of 1 :&2 resonance. One can try to calculate the focus quantities. (We need just four of them). The first one is the following
The significant progress in computing the other focus numbers and finding the cases of center was made by Fronville [8] . The first three quantities were also calculated by Romanovski [13] .
The author has found several cases of centers for p :&q resonances; they are given in the next theorem. The expressions for the first integrals below are given in some special affine coordinates and are of generic type.
Theorem 5. The following conditions and functions define the sufficient center conditions and the corresponding first integrals for quadratic vector fields with p : &q resonant saddle, 0<p<q:
; as above with a=k, c=q+1 (1) and (2) is due to calculations performed by A. Fronville (Paris VI). Initially the author knew some subcases of these cases. The vanishing of the first two focus numbers (calculated by Fronville) forced the author to look for the first integral.
In
of the center cases for this resonance is complete. However the formulas for the corresponding first integrals are not known. These additional cases are the following:
Proof. We do not repeat the rather cumbersome calculations and strive to give the reader some ideas why each case gives the resonant center.
Because the cases (1) and (2) are analogous we focus our attention on the second one. After some reductions we obtain the Ricatti equation
*=qÂp. Using the change of variable y=&x(1&x) z$Âz, the Ricatti equation becomes associated with the second order linear equation
The substitution z=(1&x) : w gives the hypergeometric equation (see [2] ) 2 z 2 (x) )), where z 1, 2 are two independent solutions of the linear equation. Expressing the ratio C 2 ÂC 1 in terms of x, y we obtain the formula for the first integral, which is analytic near the origin because the hypergeometric functions are analytic near x=0.
The point (3 k ). If c is a positive integer then the function F 2 from the previous case may contain the term log x. This term disappears iff a=1, 2, ..., c&1 or b=1, 2, ..., c&1. Assume that a=k is an integer. Notice now that the center conditions are invariant with respect to the change k Ä q+1&k. The function F 2 is rational and there is another expression for the first integral of the Darboux type (which we do not present here).
In the point (4) we have a Darboux first integral which has the line x=0 as the curve of non-isolated critical points: H(x, y)&1=x 2 ( y+ } } } ). The points (5), (6), (7) are rather obvious. In the points (8), (9) again there is the line (x=0) of non-isolated critical points.
The cases (10), (11), (12) arise from 1-parameter family of Darboux integrals x 2&2: (x 2 + y) : (x 2 +ay+b) &1 for a quadratic vector field; it is the quadratic case C 1, 2, 2 from the Sokulski's Thesis [15] .
In case (13), the line x+ y=1 is critical. In cases (14) and (15) the line x+ y+1=0 is critical. K Remark 2.4. We see that sometimes the first integral is expressed by means of hypergeometric functions and the equation for the phase portrait becomes a Ricatti equation with non-solvable monodromy group. This integral cannot be expressed by quadratures. (Also among non-real 1 :&1 resonant polynomial centers the situation with Ricatti equation and non-quadrature first integral occurs quite naturally). In all known cases of real polynomial centers the system is either reversible or has Liouvillian first integral. (The author conjectures that this holds always, see [18] ). However the above Ricatti systems do not seem to be reversible. This would mean another difference with the real center case.
Notice also that in each of the cases written above at least one of the separatrices of the resonant saddle is an algebraic curve. Maybe this is a rule for p :&q resonance with q>1. In the case of 1 :&1 resonance both separatrices can be non-algebraic.
PROOF OF THEOREM 4
Let us consider case (12) of the p :&q resonant center. It is of codimension 5 in the space of all quadratic systems: we have one condition for the ratio of eigenvalues and the four conditions A 1 &2A 2 =B 1 =B 2 =D=0. We can choose a first integral in the form h Ä 0 on the curves H(x, y)=h defining the p : &q resonant center.
(We have 2H==hI(h)+O(|=| 2 ) for the increment of the function H along trajectory of the perturbed system.) Theorem 4 follows from the following (as in [19] ).
Proposition. The functions I 1 (h), ..., I 5 (h) are independent.
Proof. We apply the following change of variables
Then the equation H(x, y)=h can be rewritten as
). The family of cycles # h can be represented as a family of cycle $(t) in the following way. The curve F(u, v)=&pt is the Riemann surface of the function
u=-R(v)
As h Ä 0 (and t Ä 0) 2q roots v 1 , ..., v 2q roots of the polynomial R(v) are of order tt 1Â(2q) and the other roots w 0 , ..., w p&1 tend to some nonzero constants. The cycle # h becomes
Because t 1Â(2p+2q) rt 1Â(2q) we see that $(t) forms a (unique) lift to the Riemann surface of the loop surrounding v 1 , ..., v 2q (see Fig. 1 ).
The function (&F(u, v))Âp has p+2 critical values: 0, , t j =e 4?iqjÂp , j=0, ..., p&1. As t tends to 0, 2q&1 cycles { j (t) (corresponding to loops surrounding the points v j and v j+1 , j=1, ..., 2q&1) vanish. As t tends to t j , two points, w j and one of v i 's approach each other and the corresponding cycle _ j (t) vanishes. As t tends to infinity all the points v i and w j tend to infinity.
The monodromy corresponding to a loop around t=0 acts by cyclic permutation of the cycles { j (t); (here { 2q (t)=&7 { j (t)). The cycle $(t) becomes invariant. The monodromy corresponding to loops around t j keeps the cycles _ j (t) invariant and $(t) Ä $(t)+_ j (t). The monodromy corresponding to the loop around t= permutes cyclically the cycles associated with the points tt 1Â( p+2q) e 2?ikÂ( p+2q) and tt 1Â( p+2q) e 2?i(k+1)Â( p+2q) , k=0, ..., p+2q&1. From the above (as in [19] ) we get the following. ' is meromorphic at t=0. It is of the form f (t)+I ' (t) log(t&t j ) near t j , where f(t) and I ' (t)=(1Â2?i) _ j (t) ' are meromorphic functions (near t j ). Near we have I ' (t)= g(t &1Â( p+2q) ), where g is some meromorphic function.
Now we represent the integrals I j in the new variables. Let
We have
Proof. We make the substitution
and u du=qv 2q&1 (1&v p ) dv to the formulas for I j . We obtain I= t &1Â2 (u 5 Âu pÂ4q ) |. So,
which can be calculated using the residue theorem.
where we represent duÂu as u duÂu 2 =qv 2q&1 (1&v p ) dvÂR(v) and next calculate the residues at v=w i and at v= .
and we integrate it by parts. In the same way we treat I 5 . Finally Note that J $ k Ä A=lim _1(t) dvÂu{0 as t Ä t 0 =1; (because the corresponding critical point of the function F is of Morse type). So ( p+2q) 3 I 4 Ä &(4p+16q) A{0. But J k t u dvt(t&1) and thus I 4 is independent on I 3 and I 5 .
As tÄ we have utt 1Â2 , vtt
. Therefore J k tconst t (k+1)Â( p+2q)+1Â2 , where const depends on the cycle and is nonzero for a cycle surrounding just two roots of R(v). (Due to the action of the monodromy group we can assume that they are just adjacent roots). Hence
This implies the independence of I 3 and I 5 .
To show the property (ii) it is enough to notice that the function I 2 is a non-constant algebraic function of t. But as t Ä we have
where the numbers k j # [0, ..., p+2q&1] can be chosen arbitrarily due to the action of the group ? 1 (C"[0, t 0 , ..., t p&1 ]) on the roots of R(v). Thus I 2 tconst t pÂ( p+2q) , const{0. This completes the proof of Proposition and of Theorem 4. K
NON-ELEMENTARY SINGULAR POINTS

4.1.
The geometrical definition of the center is useful here: the center is a 1-parameter family of small cycles [# c ] on solutions , c which are not contractible and not homotopic among themselves. We shall make this statement precise later.
The definition of small limit cycles appearing after perturbation of the center is more delicate. There may appear new singular points with new separatrices. Some of the new-born limit cycles may lay on these separatrices, other may lay outside of them. One possible definition of cyclicity would be restricted only to deformations which do not produce new critical points. The general definition should admit bifurcations of singular points and counts up all limit cycles close to the initial nonisolated cycles. The author prefers the second definition.
Let us recall that a singular point is non-elementary if and only if both of its eigenvalues are zero. Of course, in this situation Seidenberg's version of the resolution of singularity theorem must be applied (see [14] ). We assume that the reader knows its formulation.
4.2.
Consider first the case when the resolution is obtained in one blowingup. Then the singular point O is replaced by a projective line CP 1 (the exceptional divisor) with the self-intersection index &1. We have two possibilities:
(i) the di-critical case, when the exceptional divisor is not invariant with respect to the blown-up field of directions;
(ii) the non-di-critical case, when the CP 1 is invariant with several singular points w 1 , ..., w p .
In the case (i) almost all trajectories near O lie on invariant locally analytic invariant curves , c passing through O. (Almost all because there can be some singular and tangency points on the divisor CP 1 ). We have a family of cycles # c in , c " [O] . The number of limit cycles appearing after perturbation is equal to the number of appropriate separatrices of singular points appearing after perturbation and can be effectively calculated.
If there is some center in the case (ii) then the blown-up family #~c of cycles (derived from the family # c ) will accumulate along some loop #/CP 1 "[w 1 , ..., w p ]. When # surrounds only one point w i , then the center is the same as in the case of elementary resonant singularity. Otherwise the problem of the center becomes non-algebraic (see [10] ). (However when we fix the lowest order part of the vector field then we have analogues of the focus numbers depending algebraically on the coefficients of the higher order terms of the vector field). Note that there can be several centers associated with one such singular point.
The problem of cyclicity of non-elementary centers (in the case (ii)) is not even touched in the real case. So, here lies an open field for investigation.
4.3.
When there are more blowing-ups in the desingularization process, the above construction still works. The singular point is replaced by a collection of exceptional divisors [E j ] with one-point transversal intersections on some complex surface. Some of E j 's are not invariant (the resulting field of directions is in the di-critical case) and we have a center (or centers) associated with a 1-parameter family of analytic invariant curves passing through O.
Let E$ = j # K E j denote the union of invariant divisors and let E*= E$" j # J [critical points on E j different from E j & E i ]. If there is some 1-parameter family of cycles defining a center not associated with a di-critical divisor then these cycles accumulate along some loop # in E*.
On the other hand with any loop #/E* one can adjoin a monodromy map 2 # . However the domain of its definition may be quite thin, like a sector in a disc.
Definition. (a) We say that a loop #/E* is a center for the germ of vector field iff the associated monodromy map 2 # is the identity. In this case there is a family [# c ] of cycles at different phase curves , c of the vector field accumulating at #.
Otherwise we say that # represents a focus, whose order is defined as the order of its first non-zero term in the Dulac expansion of the map 2 # &id. Medvedeva has developed some methods to study the real monodromy map 2 # , (see [4] for example). Probably one should try to adapt them to this situation.
4.4.
Consider the nilpotent singularity
When a{0 then this is the Bogdanov Takens singularity investigated (from the analytic point of view) by Cerveau and Moussu [5] and by Elizarov, Iliashenko, Scherbakov and Voronin [7] . Its desingularization gives three exceptional divisors E 1 , E 2 , E 3 as at Fig. 2 . The point p 1 is a 1 : &2 resonant saddle and the point p 2 is a 1 : &3 resonant saddle. These two points are linearizable. It follows from the fact that the monodromy map associated with loops in E 1 and E 2 are identities, (the loops are contractible). So, there exist two families of cycles near p 1 and p 2 , but they cannot give a center for the same contractibility reasons. The point p 3 is a 1 : &6 resonant saddle. If it is analytically linearizable then the family of cycles associated with it defines a center for the nonresolved initial singular point.
The monodromy group associated with E 3 "[ p 1 , p 2 , p 3 ] is generated by two maps: f (z)=&z+ } } } corresponding to a loop around p 1 and g(z)=e 2?iÂ3 z+ } } } (corresponding to a loop around p 2 ). We have
The loop around p 3 generates the map f b g. The point p 3 is linearizable iff ( f b g) 6 =id. But Theorem 4.2 from [7] asserts that the latter happens iff the monodromy group is solvable. Thus we have the following. Theorem 6. If the monodromy group associated with E 3 is solvable then the system (4) has center. 
where g i can be interpreted as the``focus'' numbers associated with the resonant fixed point of the diffeomorphism f. If *=* 0 and all g i =0 then f is analytically conjugate to a rotation or f q (z)&z#0. We say that the equations g i =0 define the``center'' case.
One can also introduce the analogue of the Lyapunov function 8(z). In the``center'' case it should be constant on the trajectories of the dynamical system defined by the iterations of f. So, where g 0 =* q &1. The equation defining the map w= f (z) and its iterations in the``center'' case would be
8(z)=8(w)=0
Assume now that the situation is algebraic. We must make this notion precise. The case when f (z) is given by a polynomial is not very interesting. Note that f q (z)#z for polynomial f iff f is a linear map. Very interesting series of examples give us algebraic relations
where F is a polynomial of degree n and (5) defines w= f (z) implicitly as an algebraic function. In general the equation (5) defines near z=w=0 an analytic curve with (maybe) several branches. So, we assume that one of these branches S 0 is smooth at (0, 0) and has the form w=*z+ } } } . Just this branch defines the map f. In fact the map f is defined by the irreducible component F 0 (z, w)=0 of the reaction (5) containing the branch S 0 .
Example. The phase flow maps, w= g t (z), associated with the vector field z* =z p+1 are of the form
Also the maps +g t , which form the solvable group G s ( p) (see [7] ), are given by algebraic relations.
The conditions for the``center'' can be formulated algebraically. If two relations are algebraic, R 1 =[F(z, w)=0] and R 2 =[G(z, w)=0], then their composition is also algebraic:
Thus we have the following property.
Proposition. The relation (5) defines a resonant``center'' of order q iff the q th iteration of the relation F 0 (z, w)=0 is given by an algebraic curve containing the line z=w as its component.
So, the``center'' problem is solved. One can write down explicit equations for the coefficients of the function F of degree n. For * 0 =e 2?ipÂq and n fixed these equations are algebraic and define an algebraic``center'' variety.
There remains the problem of small``limit cycles'' bifurcating from thè`c enter''. In the present situation the role of small cycles is played by isolated periodic orbits of f of period exactly q. Using the Lyapunov function, or other more tricky methods, we can calculate the``focus numbers'' and``cyclicities'' of the corresponding``centers'' of``foci'' in the class of maps given by (5) with fixed n and * 0 .
The author has not proceeded very far in these calculations. He hopes to lure other people to join this problem, which seems to be simpler than the standard centre-focus problem. Below we present only some simple examples.
Examples. 1. Let q=1. Then the``center'' conditions mean that F(z, w) is divisible by w&z. Let 
where B ij {0 then the general perturbation F = of F 0 can produce n small`l imit cycles''. Here the point z=0 should not be fixed and the saddle-node bifurcation can take place.
When one considers only perturbations of (7) with zero r th jet at z=w=0 then the cyclicity is n&r&1.
2. Let q=2. Then the``center'' condition means that the map defined by the relation F(z, w)=0 is the same as the map defined by the relation defined by F(w, z)=0.
So, there are n cases of centers. The k th of them is defined by F's of the form F 0 } G, where F 0 is irreducible and symmetric F 0 (z, w)=F 0 (w, z) and deg F 0 =k, k=1, ..., n.
If n=2, F=w+*z+Az 2 +Bzw+Cw 2 and *(0)=1 then the two center cases are each of codimension 2 I. A&B+C=0
II. A&C=0
(Here we can always assume that z=0 is a fixed point of the map f ). The first focus numbers are g 0 =*&1 and g 1 =const((A&B+C)(A&C)) and the cyclicity of each``center'' is 1. If n>3 then the calculations are more complicated.
APPENDIX: THE BAUTIN DULAC THEOREM IN THE COMPLEX CASE
Probably this result was not written in the literature before. Let us formulate it.
Theorem 7. The maximal number of small limit cycles bifurcating from a complex saddle of the quadratic system (2) is 3.
Proof. We estimate the number of fixed points of the monodromy map 2 S : D S Ä D S , where D S is holomorphic disc transversal to the stable separatrix S=[ y=0] and parametrized by y (see Introduction). We have
where g 0 =e &2?* &1, (&* is the ratio of eigenvalues for the perturbed system), and the focus quantities g i are such polynomials of the coefficients that they vanish at the center variety. If *=1 then this variety is the zero set V(J) of the ideal J (g 1 , g 2 , g 3 ) in C[A, B, C, D] generated by the focus quantities. Moreover, because of the invariance of the focus quantities with respect to the action of C* (see Introduction) it is enough to consider the ideal J in the ring R of polynomials invariant with respect to changes A i Ä e i A i , B i Ä e &i B i , C Ä e &3i C, D Ä e 3i D.
Proposition. The ideal J is radical in R.
Proof. In the real case this was proved in [17] . It turns out that the proof from [17] can be repeated directly in this case. K Because the coefficients g i belong to R and vanish at V(J) then due to the radicality of J they can be represented as g i =a i, 1 g 1 +a i, 2 g 2 +a i, 3 g 3 and we have 2 S ( y)& y= yF( y, +), where F= g 0 (1+O( y))+ g 1 y(1+O( y))+ g 2 y 2 (1+O( y))+ g 3 y 3 (1+O( y)) and +=(*, A 1 , A 2 , B 1 , . . .) are the parameters; + is close to some + 0 , + # U.
Lemma. The latter equation has at most 3 small complex zeroes.
Proof. Bautin has proved this fact using division by non-zero functions, derivations and Rolle Lemma. Here we cannot repeat his proof and must use new arguments.
Let =>0 be a smaller number defining the radius of the disc at which we shall seek the solutions y j of the equation F( y, +)=0. Let y==Y.
We divide the cut neighbourhood U " 
